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 OVERVIEW 

 We     start     by     creating     a     compressed     earth     block     (CEB)     manufacturing     operation     in     Grant     County.     We 

 supply     local     architects     and     builders     with     a     clean,     affordable,     locally-sourced     building     material.     Then     we 

 use     the     CEBs     to     build     out     our     Education     Campus.     This     campus     will     be     an     affordable     housing     prototype 

 with     ten     small     earthen     homes     (200-600     sq     ft     each),     one     commercial     kitchen/dining     building,     one 

 separate     bathhouse,     a     shop     and     a     community     garden     on     ten     acres.     Our     design      is     the     first     to     be 

 designed     for  a     healthy     microbiome     in     the     whole     neighborhood.  Creating     a     setting     that     protects 

 beneficial     microorganisms     has     proven     results:     healthier     people,     more     nutrient     density     in     food     crops     and 

 carbon     sequestration.     As     it     is     built,     it     will     become     our     training     facility     as     we     train     cohorts     of 

 “neighborhood     builders”     who     will     build     many     more     neighborhoods     on     a     nearby     Community     Land     Trust 

 (CLT.)     Pairing     the     training     program     with     an     affordable     housing     development     on     a     nearby     CLT     is     the     key     to 

 this     model’s     success.     Current     upward     trends     in     co-housing,     co-working,     homelessness     and     urban     flight 

 indicate     that     now     is     the     time     for     a     model     like     this. 

 GOALS 

 1.  To     establish     a     totally     unique     shared-equity     model     of     clean,     affordable     home     ownership. 

 2.  To     engage     the     extraordinary     leadership     in     the     field     of     earth-based-building     that     exists     in     our 

 region     and     create     a     trade     school     to     train     builders     in     adobe,     cob,     compressed     earth     block     (CEB) 

 techniques,     like     this     program:     https://www.sfcc.edu/programs/adobe-construction/ 

 3.  To     create     a     group     of     graduates     who     have     a     diverse     enough     skill     set     (construction,     water 

 catchment,     systems     optimization     and     financial     literacy)     to     go     build     more     neighborhoods! 

 4.  To     create     homes,     programs     and     learning     environments     that     prioritize     health. 

 OBJECTIVES 

 Phase     one  of     our     project     is     to     create     a     compressed  earth     block     (CEB)     manufacturing     operation.      We     will 

 create     a     resource     for     local     earth-builders     that     can     be     stockpiled     during     the     non-building     season     so     that 

 CEB     building     projects     can     unfold     efficiently     once     building     starts.     In  Phase     two  ,     in     2024,     we     will     acquire 

http://www.crookedforestinstitute.org/


 land     and     begin     the     build     out     of     our     education     campus.     This     campus     will     be     a     prototype     “biome     village” 

 with     ten     small     CEB     homes     and     three     larger     buildings–     a     kitchen/dining     building,     a     bathroom/laundry 

 building,     and     a     shop.     In  Phase     three,  our     education  campus     will     be     fully     operational     with     a     vocational 

 training     program.     Crooked     Forest     Institute     will     be     working     with     partners     in     Grant     County,     New     Mexico     to 

 create     a     dual-purpose     Community     Land     Trust,     (conservation     and     affordable     housing,)     where     our 

 vocational     training     graduates     can     do     their     practicum,     building     out     the     infrastructure     for     the     affordable 

 housing     development. 

 ASSETS 

 We     at     Crooked     Forest     have     a     clear     frame     of     reference–from     extensive     personal     experience–      for     why     we 

 need     to     create     a     new     model     of     affordable     housing. 

 Three     Board     members–     and     one     of     the     Advisory     Council     members–     have     experienced     homelessness 

 that     went     on     for     years     due     to     the     lack     of     clean,     affordable     housing.     The     model     we     are     describing     meets 

 the     needs     of     people     who     experience     environmental     sensitivities,     but     it     creates     a     way     of     living     that 

 benefits     the     health     of     everyone. 

 We     need     smaller,     non-toxic     houses     in     living     neighborhoods.     For     health.     For     sanity.     For     God’s     sake. 

 This     model     calls     for     building     structures     on     a     Community     Land     Trust     (CLT.)     This     model     is     catching     on     all 

 over     the     world     as     a     proven     vehicle     for     creating     long-lasting     affordable     housing.     The     land     is     shared-equity 

 but     the     homes     are     private-equity.     Each     of     the     homes     can     be     privately     owned,     bought     and     sold.     Equity 

 can     accrue,     and     the     CLT     model     keeps     the     homes     affordable     for     generations.     Owners     can     build     and 

 modify     their     houses     how     they     like.     The     starter     homes     don’t     have     to     have     a     kitchen     or     bathroom,     for 

 example.     But     if     they     can     afford     to     build     those     in,     they     are     welcome     to. 



 STRENGTHS  –     Our     team     is     not     just     motivated,     we’re     obsessed.     The     team     on     the     Board     of     Directors     is 

 ideal     for     this     unique     project.     Our     combined     life     experiences     are     catalyzing     a     new  and  ancestral     way     of 

 envisioning     affordable     healthy     housing.      We     are     connected     with     a     huge     and     growing     market     of     people 

 (with     environmental     sensitivities)     who     have     nowhere     to     go.     We     could     sell     1000     of     these     homes     right     now. 

 These     are     the     homes     of     the     future. 

 OPPORTUNITIES  –     Between     our     expensive,     unhealthy     housing  and     our     homelessness,     the     US     economy 

 creates     a     gap     for     healthy,     low-income     home     ownership     that     is     finally     getting     some     attention     and     funding. 

 With     increased     fire     risk,     the     toxicity     of     modern     housing     when     they     burn     is     becoming     an     issue     for 

 everyone.      These     homes     are  fireproof     and     biodegradable.  This     model     could     make     Silver     City     a     role 

 model     city     for     innovative     affordable     housing,     like     Moab,     Utah.  https://www.communityrebuilds.org/ 

 ASPIRATIONS  –     Our     near-term     goal     is     to     create     a     10-acre  campus     for     our     school     that     functions     as  a)  our 

 training     facility     and     classroom  b)  our     3D     design     display  for     our     four     house     designs,  c)  residential     housing 

 for     students     and     visiting     teachers     and  d)  our     proof  of     concept     designed     to     inspire     replication.     Our     long 

 term     goal     is     to     create     skilled     graduates     to     recreate     the     whole     neighborhood     design     over     and     over. 

 RESULTS  –     We     will     know     that     we     have     achieved     our     goals  when: 

 ●  13     buildings     and     1     garden     are     finished     on     our     Vocational     Education     Campus 

 ●  25     students     have     graduated     from     our     vocational     training     program 

 ●  3     new     earth-based     construction     companies     have     been     created 

 ●  1     Natural     Building     Festival     is     hosted     every     year,     and 

 ●  Our     podcast     and     social     media     subscribers     reaches     10,000 

 BENEFITS     FOR     GRANT     COUNTY 

 JOBS–     A     trade     school     that     capitalizes     on     New     Mexico’s     unique  2015     Earthen     Building     Materials     Code 

 designed     to     create     skilled     graduates     who     will     start     businesses     and     build     more     healthy     houses. 

 MORE     HOUSING–     Urban     flight     is     squeezing     local     people     out     of     affordable     housing     in     rural     New     Mexico 

 as     people     move     here     from     out     of     state.     We     need     more     houses     and     more     options     for     modest     earners.     We 

 need     our     new     houses     to     be  non-toxic     and     fireproof  to     protect     our     vulnerable     populations. 

 SUSTAINABILITY–     The     shared-neighborhood     model     allows     resources     and     expenses     to     be     shared     by 

 multiple     homeowners     and     focuses     on     food     production,     water     catchment     and     green     energy. 

 NEIGHBORHOODS–     When     we     create     living     neighborhoods     full     of     connected     people,     it     takes     some 

 burden     off     social     services     because     neighbors     and     the     community     land     trust     become     the     first     supports. 
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